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ABSTRACT This paper presents a wideband, low-profile and semi-flexible antenna for wearable

biomedical telemetry applications. The antenna is designed on a semi-flexible material of RT/duroid

5880 (ǫr = 2.2, tanδ = 0.0004) with an overall dimensions of 17 mm × 25 mm × 0.787 mm

(0.2λ◦ × 0.29λ◦ × 0.009λ◦). A conventional rectangular patch is modified by adding rectangular slots to

lower the resonant frequency, and the partial ground plane is modified to enhance the operational bandwidth.

The final antenna model operates at 2.4 GHz with a 10-dB bandwidth (fractional bandwidth) of 1380 MHz

(59.7 % at the centre frequency of 2.4 GHz). The proposed antenna maintains high gain (2.50 dBi at

2.4 GHz) and efficiency (93 % at 2.4 GHz). It is proved from the simulations and experimental results that

the antenna has negligible effects in terms of reflection coefficient, bandwidth, gain, and efficiency when it

is bent. Moreover, the antenna is simulated and experimentally tested in proximity of the human body, which

shows good performance. The proposed wideband antenna is a promising candidate for compact wearable

biomedical devices.

INDEX TERMS On-body antenna, wideband antenna, wearable antenna, SAR, flexible antenna, biomedical

antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent ages, a significant interest is developed towards

the flexible/semi-flexible devices to be worn for biomedical

telemetry applications. Using flexible/semi-flexible materials

is gaining a lot of attention for developing wearable nodes [1].

Advances in wearable technology are seen with the devel-

opment of implantable devices for healthcare applications

such as; endoscopy [2], [3], neural recording [4], glucose

monitoring [5], and intracranial pressure monitoring [6], [7].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Wanchen Yang .

The wearable antenna is a key component of the wearable

network as it is responsible for receiving and transmitting the

signal between the implantable device and wearable network

[8], [9]. The antenna should be made as efficient as possible

because the human body is a lossy platform for EM waves

and a lot of EM waves are absorbed by the body as heat

and energy [10]. A special design consideration is required

for the antenna to have minimum backward radiations (Spe-

cific Absorption Rate (SAR)) which results in damaging the

human tissues [11]. At the same time, special care is required

for the overall size of the antenna [12]. The overall size of the

antenna need to be as small as possible.
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Several types of wearable antennas have been devel-

oped in the past. The authors of [13] designed a fractal

antenna for 2.4 GHz applications. The fractional bandwidth

of the antenna is only 7.75 % and a small detuning because

of the human body loading may lead to impedance mismatch

at the desired frequency band. Also, the antenna is not suit-

able to be integrated with a compact wearable receiver. The

authors of [14] designed a compact (0.065λ◦ × 0.065λ◦)

triangular patch antenna, however, the antenna has very nar-

row operating bandwidth. A low-sized cpw-fed slot antenna

with floating ground plane for ISM band is designed in [15],

however, the designed antenna posses very low fractional

bandwidth (6 % at the center frequency of 5.825 GHz).

Several other wearable antennas such as electromagnetic

bandgap (EBG) based antennas [16], [17], and substrate

integrated waveguide (SIW) based antennas [18]–[20] were

designed, however, all these antennas have a narrow band-

width. In [21], a wearable antenna using a fabric material

as a substrate, knitted copper as patch, and ground plane

is designed for medical applications, however, the overall

dimensions of the antenna are large to be used in any com-

pact environment. In [22], a flexible antenna operating at

2.4 GHz, with a circular polarization is designed for body-

worn applications. The antenna’s circular polarization is

achieved by designing edge-cuts and side slit in the radiating

patch. A thicker polyimide spacer is used as a substrate

while nickel-plated textile is used as a radiating element and

ground plane. In [23], different miniaturization technique

are used to design a low profile wearable button antenna

for WLAN applications with an omni-directional radiation

pattern, using a flexible Velcromaterial as a substrate. In [24],

a UHF RFID tag antenna using flexible textile material is

designed with the help of T- matching stub. The size of the

antenna is large to limit its applications in a compact system-

in-package (SOP) applications. In [25], a wearable antenna

(circular patch and rectangular ground plane) for ISM band

is designed using indigo jeans as a substrate. In [26], a CPW

fed graphene and carbon nanotube-based flexible antenna is

designed for ISM band by utilizing a flexible substrate of

poly-dimethysiloxane. It is always challenging to reduce the

size of wearable antenna and maintain the antenna perfor-

mance at good range. Several attempts have been made to

reduce size of thewearable antenna such as shorting pins [27],

quarter mode designs [20], using high permittivity materials

[28], increasing the current path by increasing the resonator

length [29], and reactive loading [30], etc. The antenna size

is reduced significantly using the mention techniques, how-

ever, new challenges emerge such as low efficiency, complex

designs, and narrow bandwidths. Also, the modern commu-

nication system architecture demands ultra-compact compo-

nents along with a simple design. Designing antenna with

such characteristics is always a challenging task to accom-

plish. On the other side waves absorbed by the human tissue

is another problem in the wearable antennas. The portion of

power absorbed by the human tissue is described through a

parameter known as specific absorption rate (SAR). Different

FIGURE 1. Proposed wearable antenna: (a) top view [W = 17, L = 25,
Ls = 12.1, L1 = 3.5, Ws1 = 2.5, Wp = 12, Lp = 11.5,
Ls1 = 6.4 (unit = mm)], (b) bottom view [Wg1 = 15, Wg2 = 4, Lg = 4.1,
Lg1 = 8.6 (unit = mm)], and (c) side view.

methods have been adopted in antenna design for lowering

the SAR rate [17], [18], [31]–[36]. In [31], a ferrite sheet is

utilized between the antenna and human body for reducing

the SAR value. Use of a ferrite sheet reduces backward

radiation as well as have less impact on rest of the antenna

parameters. In [32], SAR is reduced as well as efficiency is

enhanced by placing a PEC between the antenna and human

body. In [17], [18], [33]–[35], a metamaterial structure is

designed between the antenna and human body to lower the

SAR value. Utilizing metamaterial structures in the antenna

minimizes the SAR, while efficiency and gain of the antenna

increase significantly.

In this paper a low-profile and wideband wearable antenna

is designed for 2.4 GHz band. Main advantages of the

designed antenna are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the compact antenna

for an ISM band (2.4 GHz) with a wide 10-dB opera-

tional and fractional bandwidth.

• The proposed antenna has acceptable performance in

terms of operating bandwidth, gain and efficiency in the

bending scenarios.

• Also, the antenna has favorable gain, acceptable band-

width and high efficiency in on-body worn scenarios.

Moreover, the antenna has reasonable low SAR value

when mounted on the human body.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

Fig. 1a, 1b, and 1c portray the top, bottom and side view of

the proposed wearable antenna, respectively. A semi-flexible

material of RT/duroid 5880 (ǫr = 2.2, tanδ = 0.0004)

having the thickness of 0.787 mm is used as a substrate. The

radiating element is excited with a 50� transmission line

backed by a partial ground plane. The overall dimensions

of the antenna are 17 mm × 25 mm × 0.787 mm (0.2λ◦

× 0.29λ◦ × 0.009λ◦). The initial dimensions of the radiator

were calculated using standard equations for microstrip patch

[37]. The proposed antenna is basically a modified form of

the conventional rectangular patch antenna. Modifying the
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FIGURE 2. Surface current distribution of the antenna at 2.4 GHz.

FIGURE 3. (a) Design evolution steps, and (b) corresponding reflection
coefficient (|S11|) of the wearable antenna.

ground plane and etching slots in the main radiator reduces

the overall size of the antenna as well as assess in impedance

matching at the desired band. The surface current density

(Jsurf ) of the antenna at 2.4 GHz is portrayed in Fig. 2.

A. DESIGN EVOLUTION

The design evolution steps and their corresponding reflec-

tion coefficient (|S11|) graph is illustrated in Fig. 3a and 3b,

respectively. The design process started with a simple trun-

cated ground plane rectangular patch antenna. In that itera-

tion (Iteration 1), the antenna had one resonance at around

5.5 GHz, but the antenna was not matched at the resonance

frequency. The antenna in iteration 1 was modified in iter-

ation 2. A rectangular portion from the upper part of the

patch was etched in order to get impedance matching and

to achieve miniaturization [38]. In iteration 2, the antenna

resonated at 4.2 GHz with a fractional bandwidth of 14.3 %

(3.9–4.5 GHz). The antenna was further modified in iter-

ation 3 by cutting a rectangular portion from the lower

side of the patch. In iteration 3, the antenna resonated at

2.8 GHz, covering a 10-dB bandwidth from 2.5 to 3 GHz

(fractional bandwidth of 18.18 %). A couple of changes

were made to the antenna in iteration 4. A two slots of

length 6.4 mm were etched from the lower-right side of the

patch. The ground plane was extended by connecting a hook-

shaped stub resonator with it. The two slots and hook-shaped

stub resonator combinedly assessed in miniaturization and

FIGURE 4. (a) Evolution of ground plane, and (b) corresponding reflection
coefficient (|S11|).

impedance matching. Also, 10-dB bandwidth of the antenna

was increased by introducing the hook-shaped stub res-

onator in the ground plane. In iteration 4 (proposed antenna),

the antenna operated at 2.4GHzwith a 10-dB bandwidth from

1.62 GHz to 3 GHz and a fractional bandwidth of 59.7 %,

as shown in Fig. 3b.

B. EFFECTS OF GROUND PLANE

The resonance of monopole antenna is based on the size and

position of the radiating element and the ground plane. The

ground plane of the antenna was optimized using full-wave

electromagnetic simulator (HFSS 13.0) for better impedance

matching at 2.4 GHz and a wide impedance bandwidth. The

impact of different ground plane structure (Fig. 4a) on |S11|

of the antenna is portrayed in Fig. 4b. The objective of the

ground plane iteration was to achieve a wider bandwidth

with better impedance matching at 2.4 GHz. The antenna

resonated at 3.4 GHz covering a 10-dB bandwidth from

3 GHz to 3.7 GHz with a fractional bandwidth of 20.8 % for a

conventional partial ground plane (Ground-A). The resonant

frequency of the antenna shifted to lower frequency side

(centered at 2.5 GHz with a fractional bandwidth of 20.4 %)

by introducing I-shaped open-circuited stub resonator with

ground plane (Ground-B). A frequency shift of around 1 GHz

was achieved due to the reactive effect offered by the I-shaped

stub resonator. The ground structure was further modified by

adding another stub to the I-shaped stub resonator, making

it like the hook-shaped (Ground-C). The antenna impedance

matching and 10-dB bandwidth was increased by attaching

a hook-shaped stub resonator with the ground plane. The

antenna in this case operated at 2.4 GHz with a fractional

bandwidth of 59.7 %. In type Ground-D antenna, the ground

plane was loaded with hook-shaped stub resonator from

both ends. In this case, a negligible change in the resonant

frequency was seen, however, the fractional bandwidth was

reduced to 26.08 %. It is cleared from the study of dif-

ferent ground planes that the hook-shaped stub resonator

has a vital role in the impedance matching and miniatur-

ization of the antenna. Ground-C is chosen based on its

wide impedance bandwidth and good impedance matching

at resonant frequency.

VOLUME 8, 2020 15689
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FIGURE 5. (a) Structurally deform antenna bent in y-axis direction (Ry ),
(b) corresponding simulated and measured reflection coefficient (|S11|),
and (c) corresponding simulated and measured radiation patterns at
2.4 GHz.

III. ANTENNA ANALYSIS FOR WEARABLE APPLICATIONS

In this section, suitability of the antenna is discussed in on-

body worn scenarios. The performance of the antenna in dif-

ferent bending conditions and the electromagnetic exposure

on the wearer is thoroughly studied.

A. BENDING ANALYSIS

The antenna in on-body worn scenarios is expected to bend

while it is in use. In this section, we studied how the

antenna performance varied by bending the antenna in the

x-, and y-direction in free space. Different bending radii

(Ry = 80 mm, 60 mm, 40 mm, 30 mm, Rx = 80 mm, 60 mm,

40 mm, 30 mm) were chosen in the x-, and y-direction to

study the antenna’s |S11|, radiation pattern, gain, and effi-

ciency. Fig. 5a portrays structure of the antenna in different

bending conditions in the y-axis. The antenna’s |S11| and

radiation pattern for different bending scenarios in the y-axis

is shown in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c, respectively. It can be well

noted that there is a negligible shift in the resonant frequency

for all bending scenarios. Also, there is no distortion in the

radiation pattern of the antenna in both principal planes at

2.4 GHz. Furthermore, there is a slight reduction in the gain

and efficiency of the antenna operated in bending scenarios.

Fig. 6a portrays structure of the antenna in different bending

conditions in the x-axis. The antenna’s |S11| and radiation

pattern for different bending scenarios in the x-axis is shown

in Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c, respectively. It is obvious that there

is a negligible shift in the resonant frequency for all bending

scenarios. Also, there is no distortion in the radiation pattern

of the antenna in both principal planes at 2.4 GHz. Further-

more, there is a slight reduction in the gain and efficiency of

the antenna operated in a bending scenarios. In both cases,

the antenna is well matched at the targeted ISM (2.4 GHz)

band, though there is a slight change in the resonant fre-

quency. The study shows that the proposed antenna can be

used in potential applications where there is a possibility for

FIGURE 6. (a) Structurally deform antenna bent in x-axis direction (Rx ),
(b) corresponding simulated and measured reflection coefficient (|S11|),
and (c) corresponding simulated and measured radiation patterns at
2.4 GHz.

TABLE 1. Comparison of the antenna properties bending in x-axis and
y-axis.

FIGURE 7. (a) Antenna placed on chest, legs and arm, (b) corresponding
simulated reflection coefficient (|S11|), and (c) corresponding radiation
patterns at 2.4 GHz.

the antenna to bend. The overall comparison of the antenna

operated in unbent and bent scenarios is given in Table. 1.

B. HUMAN BODY LOADING

The impact of human body loading on performance of the

antenna is studied in this section. The antenna was loaded

15690 VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 2. Comparison of the antenna properties in the free space and
on-body worn scenarios.

on different parts (chest, leg, and arm) of the realistic human

model (Fig. 7a) and its performance was analyzed. Fig. 7b

shows the simulated |S11|, when the antenna was placed on

the chest, legs, and arm. The resonant frequency of the loaded

antenna was noted at a lower frequency than the free space

antenna due to high-permittivity of the human body. The

resonant frequency of the antenna was noted at 2.3 GHz

with a fractional bandwidth of 34.87 % when placed on the

chest. When the antenna was simulated on legs, the resonant

frequency shifted to 2.46 GHz with a fractional bandwidth

of 51.6%. The resonant frequency of the antenna was noted at

2.34 GHz with a fractional bandwidth of 33.3 % when placed

on the arm. We noted that the fractional bandwidth of the

body loaded antenna was lower than the free space antenna,

but still the antenna covered the targeted ISM band (2.4 GHz).

A negligible impact of the human body loading was seen on

the radiation pattern of the antenna, as shown in Fig. 7c. The

gain and efficiency of the antenna were reduced in on-body

worn scenarios due to lossy nature of the human tissues, mus-

cles, and bones, etc. The effect of electromagnetic exposure

on the human body was investigated in terms of a specific

absorption rate (SAR) at resonant frequency (2.4 GHz). The

SAR of antenna was analyzed on the chest, legs, and arm of

the human body. A gap of 6 mmwas kept between the human

body and antenna for simulating an SAR. An SAR value

of 6.02 W/kg, 5.99 W/kg and 5.95 W/kg, averaged over a 1-g

tissue was observed for chest, legs, and arm respectively, for

the input power of 1 W. However, there are certain limitation

on the input power of the devices operating nearby human

body [39], [40]. The proposed antenna is safe for use in

wearable devices if the input power is less than 265 mW.

A photograph of SAR simulation on the chest, arm and leg is

reported inside Fig. 8. The detailed summary of the antenna

in free-space and on-body worn scenarios is given Table. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed wearable antenna was fabricated on semi-

flexible material of RT/duroid 5880 (ǫr = 2.2, tanδ =

0.0004) using the milling machine. The reflection coefficient

of the antenna in free space and on-body worn scenario was

measured using a vector network analyzer and the radiation

pattern in free space was measured in an anechoic chamber.

FIGURE 8. Specific absorption rate (SAR1g) of the antenna at 2.4 GHz.

FIGURE 9. Simulated (solid black line) and measured (dashed red line)
(a) reflection coefficient (|S11|), (b) gain and efficiency, and (c) radiation
pattern at 2.4 GHz.

FIGURE 10. (a) Reflection coefficient measurement setup of the antenna
for free space, on arm, on chest, and on leg, (b) bending states of the
fabricated antenna, and (c) radiation pattern setup.

The measured reflection coefficient, gain, efficiency and

radiation pattern of the antenna in free space is illustrated

in Fig. 9. The on-body reflection coefficient measurement of

the antenna was performed on a 25 years old subject having

weight (height) of 70 kg (172.72 cm). The antenna prototype

shown in Fig. 10a was placed on different body positions

(chest, legs, and arm) for S11 measurement. A Styrofoam was

VOLUME 8, 2020 15691
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FIGURE 11. (a) Fabricated prototype of the antenna, and (b) measured
reflection coefficient of the antenna on different parts of the body.

TABLE 3. Performance comparison with other wearable antennas..

used between the body and antenna while the antenna was

fixed on the body using sticky tape.

Fig. 9a shows the simulated and measured reflection

coefficient of the antenna in free space. The simulated

and measured results were matched at the operating band.

The simulated (measured) 10-dB bandwidth is 1380 MHz

(980 MHz) and fractional bandwidth is 59.7 % (42.9 %). The

simulated gain and efficiency of the antenna was measured

and compared with the simulated results as shown in Fig. 9b.

We see that there is a negligible mismatch in the simulated

and measured results in terms of gain and efficiency. The

radiation pattern of the antenna in both principal planes (φ =

0◦ and φ = 90◦) was measured in echo-free anechoic cham-

ber and is compared with the simulated results in Fig. 9c.

Fig. 11b shows the measured reflection coefficient of the

antenna when it was worn on the chest, legs, and arm. We

see that the resonant frequency of the antenna in all wearing

cases (on the chest, leg, and arm) is 2.4 GHz. The 10-dB on-

body measured bandwidths of 708MHz (on chest), 912 MHz

(on leg), and 856 MHz (on arm) with fractional bandwidths

of 31.4 % (on chest), 37.2 % (on leg), and 36.1 % (on arm)

were noted when the antenna was placed on the chest, leg

and arm of the human body. The mismatch between the on-

body simulated and measured values is because of the SMA

losses, cable losses and imperfection in the calibration of the

measurement devices.

A comparison table (Table. 3) is presented to portray

advantages of the proposed antenna over the existing wear-

able antennas at ISM band. The proposed antenna is com-

pared with similar work present in the literature in terms

of size, bandwidth and efficiency. We see that our proposed

antenna has a low profile than other antennas. Also, the frac-

tional bandwidth of our antenna is more than the other anten-

nas, which in turn make the antenna suitable for wearable

applications.

V. CONCLUSION

We have designed a low-profile, wideband antenna for wear-

able biomedical devices. The miniaturization of the antenna

has been realized by introduction of rectangular slots in the

conventional rectangular patch and the bandwidth has been

enhanced using a hook-shaped stub resonator with the ground

plane. The designed antenna resonated 2.4 GHz with a 10-dB

bandwidth (fractional bandwidth) of 1380 MHz (59.7 % at

the centre frequency of 2.4 GHz). The proposed antenna

maintained high gain and efficiency in the free space and in

the body worn case. Moreover, the antenna shows reasonable

performance when it is bent along the x-axis and y-axis. Also,

SAR1g value of the antenna is in the limits (< 1.6 W/kg for

an input power of less than 265 mW) specified by the IEEE.

The proposed wideband antenna is a promising candidate for

compact wearable biomedical devices because of its low size,

wideband and better performance on human body loading

case. The high data rate transmission ability of the antenna

can be further enhanced by designing a circularly polarized

antenna with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) archi-

tecture.
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